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Other Transaction
Protests: Navigating
Uncharted Waters
Recent decisions provide guidance regarding
where to file OTA bid protests and the types of
challenges subject to review.

O

ther Transaction Agreements
(OTAs) have been around
since the 1950s. But the use

tested in all these forums.
Although the law in this area is far
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ment for full and open competition
under the Competition in Contracting

from settled, recent decisions provide

Act (CICA). DoD must, however, use

of OTAs surged in recent years after

important guidance to contractors

some form of competitive procedures

Congress granted the Department of

and agencies regarding the types of

to the maximum extent practicable

Defense (DoD) permanent authority

challenges that may be raised and

when awarding prototype OTs.1

to enter into OTAs for prototype

where they should be filed depending

projects in the 2016 National Defense

on the circumstances. This article

authority is that it permits agencies

Authorization Act.

provides an overview of the key

to award sole-source, follow-on

A key feature of DoD’s OT

decisions governing other transaction

production contracts or transactions

OTAs, contractors and agency officials

(OT) bid protest jurisdiction, and what

to participants in the prototype OT.

have become increasingly interested in

they mean for contractors and DoD

The law provides that if the DoD uses

whether, and to what extent, OTA solic-

agencies.

competitive procedures to award

As the DoD has made greater use of

itations and awards may be challenged

an initial prototype OT, a follow-on

Office (GAO), the Court of Federal

Prototype OTA Statutory
Authority

Claims (COFC), or federal district courts.

OT agreements are not “procurement

competitive procedures under certain

Over the last several years, the scope of

contracts” subject to the Federal Acqui-

conditions.2

OTA bid protest jurisdiction has been

sition Regulation (FAR) or the require-

at the Government Accountability
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production contract or transaction
may be awarded without the use of

Specifically, the possibility of a
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0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

follow-on award must be provided for

defense purposes, agile development

to allow greater flexibility to those

in the prototype OT.3 Moreover, the

activity, creation, design, development,

government organizations planning

prototype OT must be successfully

demonstration of technical or opera-

to leverage production efforts without

completed before the DoD may award

tional utility, or combinations of the

re-competing.”16 The OT Guide also

a follow-on production contract or

foregoing.”11

clarifies that a “Prototype OT shall

GAO has found that the OT Guide’s

transaction.

4

GAO’s Limited OTA Protest
Jurisdiction

contain a provision that sets forth the

definition is sufficiently broad to

conditions under which that prototype

encompass a variety of activities. These

agreement must be successfully

include, for example, commercial cloud

complete.”17

Under CICA, GAO has jurisdiction to

migration services and work required

decide protests challenging the pro-

to develop standards and practices for

COFC or District Court?

posed award or award of contracts for

the development of secure microelec-

Although GAO will review whether an

the procurement of goods and ser-

tronics and related processes for test

agency’s use of OT authority is consis-

vices, and solicitations leading to such

articles and training.12

tent with statutory requirements, the

awards. Because OT agreements are
5

GAO also has exercised its limited

law is clear that GAO will not entertain

not procurement contracts, GAO does

OTA protest jurisdiction to review

allegations challenging the evaluation

not have jurisdiction to review a protest

allegations that an agency’s award of

and award of OTs. Such challenges only

challenging an agency’s evaluation of

a follow-on production OTA violated

can be decided by the COFC or a federal

proposals and award decision in con-

statutory requirements. The landmark

district court but not both.

nection with an OTA.6

2018 protest filed by Oracle America,

GAO will, however, review a

Whether the COFC or a federal

Inc. challenged a follow-on production

district court will have jurisdiction in

timely pre-award protest that an

OT for cloud migration and cloud

any given case depends on the specific

agency is improperly using its other

operation services. Although GAO

factual circumstances surrounding the

transaction authority to procure goods

concluded that the services provided

agency’s OTA solicitation and award.

13

and services. For example, GAO has

under the Army’s prototype OTA

To determine where an OTA protest

considered allegations that an agency

properly consisted of a prototype

should be filed, the contractor must

improperly invoked its prototype OT

project, GAO sustained Oracle’s

consider whether the OT at issue is

authority because the work contem-

challenge to the follow-on production

“in connection with” a procurement

plated in the solicitation did not

OTA.

contract or not.

7

constitute a prototype project within
the meaning of the statute.

GAO held that the Army did not

Under the Tucker Act, the COFC’s

comply with statutory requirements

exclusive bid protest jurisdiction

because the prototype OTA did not

encompasses “any alleged violation

definition for prototype projects.

provide for the possibility of a follow-on

of statute or regulation in connection

But GAO has relied on the expansive

production OTA.14 GAO also determined

with a procurement or proposed

definition of that term in the DoD

that the follow-on award was improper

procurement.”18 The Tucker Act

OT Guide to determine whether the

because the prototype project had

is “exclusively concerned with

anticipated work in a solicitation

not been successfully completed as

procurement solicitations and

is within the scope of authorized

required by the statute.15

contracts” and, therefore, the COFC

8

The statute does not include a

9

prototype projects. The current OT
10

The DoD amended its OT Guide in

generally does not have jurisdiction

Guide defines a prototype project as

the aftermath of the Oracle decision

one that “addresses a proof of concept,

to emphasize that “[t]he original

model, reverse engineering to address

solicitation and original prototype OT

to include “all stages of the process

obsolescence, pilot, novel application

agreement shall include notice that

of acquiring property or services,

of commercial technologies for

a follow-on production OT is possible

beginning with the process of
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when a procurement is not involved.19
“Procurement” is broadly defined
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determining a need for property or

“arbitrary and capricious” standard

Hydraulics International, Inc. v.

services and ending with contract

of review that applies to final agency

United States

completion and closeout.” Prototype

actions.

The scope of the COFC’s OTA protest

20

25

OTs occupy a jurisdictional grey area.

jurisdiction was probed again most

Although they are not procurement

MD Helicopters, Inc. v. United States

recently in Hydraulics International, Inc.

contracts, nevertheless they can be

The COFC’s SpaceX decision left open

v. United States.31 That case involved a

connected to a procurement for a

the question of whether the COFC

challenge to the Army’s award of OTs

follow-on production contract.

would ever exercise jurisdiction to

for Aviation Group Power Unit (AGPU)

review an OT award. It also remained

prototypes used to service military

SpaceX v. United States

unclear whether a district court would

helicopters.

The COFC’s prototype OTA jurisdiction

refuse to decide an OT protest because

was first tested in Space Exploration

of the COFC’s exclusive jurisdiction to

whitepapers (RWP) contemplated two

Technologies Corp. v. United States

decide protests “in connection with

prototype OT awards in the first phase

(SpaceX).21 In that case, the Air Force

a procurement or proposed procure-

followed by a down-select to one of the

made prototype OT awards to three

ment” under the Tucker Act.

first phase vendors for a second phase

The Army’s request for enhanced

companies to develop space launch ve-

The question was subsequently

of the prototype project. The RWP also

hicles in Phase I of its National Security

answered by a federal district court in

provided that successful completion of

Space Launch Program. During Phase

Arizona in MD Helicopters Inc. v. United

the prototype “may result in the award

2, the Air Force planned to conduct

States. After GAO dismissed its protest,

of a follow-on production contract

a follow-on FAR-based procurement

MD Helicopters, Inc. (MDHI) filed suit

for over 150 AGPUs without the use

for launch services that would not be

in district court challenging prototype

of competitive procedures.” After

limited to the three firms that received

OT awards made by the Army for the

evaluating whitepaper submissions,

prototype OT awards.

Future Attack Reconnaissance Aircraft.

the Army selected two contractors for

26

The protester challenged the Air

The prototype OT awardees would

Force’s evaluation and prototype OT

develop preliminary designs in Phase

award decision. The COFC, however,

1 and compete in a down-select for

COFC challenging the Army’s evalu-

determined that it lacked jurisdiction

two or more awards in Phase 2.27 The

ation of whitepapers. The Army argued

because those awards were not

Army’s solicitation also contemplated

that the COFC did not have jurisdiction

sufficiently connected to the Air Force’s

that subsequent phases could involve

to decide the protest because the

future planned follow-on procurement

a “follow-on production contract or

prototype OTs were not “procurement

in Phase 2. The COFC reached that

transaction without the use of compet-

contracts.” Nor were they, in the

conclusion in part because the

itive procedures.”28

Army’s view, “in connection with” a

22

follow-on procurement would be a

Unlike the anticipated follow-on

the award of prototype OTAs.
Hydraulics filed a complaint at the

procurement under the Tucker Act.

fully open competition. The lack of

contract in SpaceX, the potential

a prototype OT in Phase 1 would not

follow-on contract contemplated by the

Army and concluded the prototype

preclude SpaceX from participating in

Army was limited to firms that success-

OTs were “in connection with” the

Phase 2.

fully completed a prototype OT.

Army’s procurement process for

The district court held that it lacked

AGPUs “because they may result

to transfer its protest to a federal

jurisdiction because MDHI’s protest

in the exclusion of [Hydraulics]

district court in California.24 The

“relates far more directly to an eventual

district court exercised its jurisdiction

procurement than the solicitation at

for consideration of ‘a follow-on
production contract.’”32 The COFC

to review the Air Force’s evaluation.

issue in” SpaceX. Therefore, the protest

adopted the logic of the district court

It denied SpaceX’s protest under

was within the COFC’s exclusive

in MDHI. It determined the situation

the Administrative Procedure Act’s

jurisdiction under the Tucker Act.30

in SpaceX, where the COFC declined to

23

The COFC granted SpaceX’s request
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The COFC disagreed with the
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exercise its Tucker Act jurisdiction, was

result, the COFC is likely to become

distinguishable because the phase two

the dominant forum for adjudicating

procurement in SpaceX “was prede-

challenges to prototype OT awards if

termined to be a separate FAR-based

judges continue to follow the rationale

competition, fully open to those

of MDHI and Hydraulics.

excluded from the OTA competition.”33
The COFC’s decision also relied

It remains to be seen, however,
whether other judges will adopt the

the Government Accountability Office, the
Boards of Contract Appeals, and the Small
Business Administration’s Office of Hearings
and Appeals. He also provides advice and
counseling to clients on a broad range of
contractual and regulatory compliance issues
that confront government contractors.
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